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MYSTERIOUS



Niko has created
a new concept
for on the wall
switches. A switch
that will cause
you to rethink
your ideas about
how a wall switch
should look. No
longer does a
switch interrupt
the look and feel
of a wall, now it
simply disappears,
giving you all the
convenience of a
switch where you
need it, whilst
blending into the
wall - invisibly.



Mysterious is
more than a
creative concept.
Its invisible
circular switch can
control up to four
lighting circuits
- providing all of
the durability and
functionality of the
more conventional
Niko range of
switches.



Mysterious easily
disappears into
the wall’s surface
as it takes on any 
wallcovering
of choice.



Paint it, wallpaper
it - you can even
cover it in wood
veneer. Whatever
the look and feel
of your wall -
Mysterious will
wear it, well.



The elegant and
invisible solution
for making a
switch disappear,
Mysterious is easy
to find when you
need it - a discreet
white circle of
light emanates
from behind
the switch in a
darkened room to
ensure that when
you need to see
your Mysterious
switch, it will be
there, clearly
defined keeping
you in control.



Mysterious will
suit any room,
even the kitchen.
Chameleon-like,
it will take on
the look of its
surroundings -
more than just
wallpaper or paint
covering; from
MDF to granite
- it can wear the
finish of your
wall to provide
the most discreet
switch wherever
you need it.



Multimedia plugs and orientation lights
are also part of the Mysterious range.
Just like the switch, they discreetly
meld in to the wall complementing your
interior design.
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We hope this introduction to Mysterious 
will encourage you to explore the 
possibilities that Mysterious
can offer you. More than just a wall
switch, you can build Mysterious
into almost anything in your room.
In the following pages you will find
ideas and explanations to show you
how to install Mysterious in a range
of different materials and locations.



Installation in 
brickwork 
is achieved with a
standard drill with a
diameter of 92mm.
The blue insulation
box is covered
by a cardboard
plaster mould.
After plastering,
this is removed 
to install the 
mounting ring.
The orange 
flushmounting
box and the
wall socket can then
be positioned. Finally,
you make your mark
on Mysterious with
your own choice of
finish.



Installation in 
plasterboard 
requires a hole saw,
which is available
from Niko. The
mounting ring
is attached with
a 2-component
chemical anchor
(polyester-based). A
protective covering 
ensures that the
ring remains free
of plaster residue
during finishing.
After the installation
of the orange 
flushmounting
box, the 
application of the
finishing materials
can be effected.



Installation in 
MDF is best effected 
by a skilled carpenter 
to ensure that, 
the opening is 
accurately created, 
for the highest quality 
finish.
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Flush-mounting systems 199-00096 Flush-mounting system for brickwork

199-00097 Flush-mounting system for plasterboard walls

Push button 199-00199 Push button 24V

Television 199-69531 2 x single coaxial connection EDU TV + FM Telenet Interkabel

199-69550 2 x single coaxial connection + satellite

RJ network connection 199-65200 2 x RJ connection for Niko outlets

Blank plate 199-76900 Blank plate

Accessories 199-00099 Hole saw for plasterboard wall

Orientation lighting 199-38001 Orientation lighting with white LEDs, 830LUX, 6500K

199-38101 Orientation lighting with blue LEDs, 270LUX


